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Leaders through research and development

A substantial, above-average amount of the overall profit is

used at Bosch for research and development. Patents

from the scientists, engineers and technicians of Bosch

have led to pioneering innovations in motor vehicle techno-

logy. The emphasis in research and development work is

focused on safe control of the vehicle as well as further 

reduction in fuel consumption and exhaust emissions. 

Diagnostics – A tradition at Bosch 

Parallel to the development of original equipment, the 

importance of diagnostics has also grown at Bosch. Right

from the start of the last century, Bosch made its mark as

a manufacturer of test instruments for motor vehicles. 

Initially, this was to ensure the testing of company products.

In 1955, workshops were able to check the most impor-

tant electrical components of the engine with the first

Bosch universal electric tester. From 1963, the Bosch en-

gine tester made it possible to diagnose carburetor func-

tions and then later also the injection system.

The development of innovative technologies
has increased continually in the history of the
automobile. This also applies to the amount of
electronics in motor vehicles. 

On an international level, vehicle manufacturers
rely on the high quality of the systems and com-
ponents from Bosch, the world’s leading techno-
logy enterprise.
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OES. Individual solutions for 
the Original Equipment Service

With diagnostic solutions and services for the
Original Equipment Service (OES) we cover a
wide range of workshop requirements:
• Test Equipment
• Software Solutions
• Technical Information
• Service Tools
• Service Training
Profit from our many years of worldwide service 
experience. For the solution to your special opera-
tions based on individual requirements: 
Contact us.

Solutions for diagnostic technology

Diagnostic competency comes from Bosch and profits

from the original equipment know-how. Development

runs parallel to the constantly growing demands of

technology in automobiles, for example to allow the tes-

ting of the complex electronic engine management

system. For these challenges, Bosch offers you advanced

concepts and solutions.

The complete know-how for successful service

Today, as in the past, Bosch has the technical compe-

tence to solve the problems in your workshops as an in-

novative system partner to the automobile industry. Your

service network can thereby benefit from the continu-

ally developing know-how in all automotive questions

regarding workshop operations. With Bosch you have

the best partner for comprehensive support in the area

of diagnostics and workshop operations. 

Today
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Professional service and repair require quali-
fied diagnoses. Even for simple work on modern
cars, workshops need special test equipment
these days. For this purpose Bosch develops
OES solutions adapted to your specifications
and requirements.

As a supplement to individual customer solu-
tions, Bosch also supplies workshops with
suitable test equipment from the extensive
commercial range. As approved systems, these
are used in brand specific workshops. 

Diagnostic testers and communication interfaces

ECU diagnostics, reading of OBD data and guided trouble-

shooting have become standard in workshops these

days. Bosch develops a wide range of test equipment,

from component testing to integrated high-end solu-

tions for vehicle system analysis and ECU diagnostics.

Modern communication technologies, wired or wire-

less, give your service staff a high level of flexibility.

Through the individual design the diagnosis options

are always adapted to the demands in your workshops.

The modular design ensures a high level of investment

safety. 
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Test Equipment.
For your individual service profile

Battery service units

The battery – power supply centre for innovative vehicle

components. Even battery service places high demands

on test equipment. During charging, no voltage peaks

may occur that could lead to malfunctions of the sensors.

Bosch battery chargers can be used to charge starter

batteries with care and without having to remove them

from the vehicle. High power reserves allow successful

slave starting even under extreme temperature condi-

tions. 

When checking the condition of the battery, flexible

use is the key factor: With Bosch battery testers, batte-

ries and also alternators can be checked simply and

quickly.

Solutions for specific component testing

For engine, chassis or comfort electronics, the demands

on component testing are often so specific that a “univer-

sal“ solution is not sufficient. In such cases, Bosch de-

velops further individual test equipment solutions for

your workshops based on your technical specifications.

Optical wheel alignment system 

Modern passenger car chassis must be adjusted very

precisely. For this reason, precise measurement and

calibration in the workshop is more and more impor-

tant. The new optical wheel alignment system fulfills

the demands outstandingly with the use of 3D mea-

suring technology. Touchless, fast and precise mea-

surement of the chassis can be carried out not just on

the car lift but also while just driving by the measuring

system. The optical wheel alignment measuring sys-

tem works without mechanical parts (therefore no

wear). High precision and reproducibility are thereby

assured over the whole lifetime. Easy handling allows

minimal setting-up time and speeds up the whole

workshop process. The optical wheel alignment sys-

tem won the desired “Innovation Award“ on the Auto-

mechanika 2004.

Adaptive cruise control setting

The driver assistance system Adaptive Cruise Control

(ACC) is used to electronically monitor the correct dis-

tance between a vehicle and the one travelling ahead.

Regular checking of the ACC is normally not necessary

because typically the system setting is not affected.

Accidents in the front area, however, make it necessary

to check the settings. Adapted to the technical func-

tions of the system, Bosch offers a special adjustment

device for workshops. 

Profit from individual
solutions for test equip-
ment. 
Bosch develops special
test equipment tailored
to the service demands
of your workshop. 
Contact us.
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ECU diagnostics

Bosch is a leader in the area of ECU diagnostics. 

Independent workshops use these for more than 70

brands of vehicle with over 1,000 different ECU systems.

This comprehensive multi-brand diagnostics is of

course also available for brand-specific workshops.

Bosch will support you in the integration into your work-

shop diagnosis system.

The experiences from ECU diagnostics are also utilised

in the OES. In this way, Bosch develops the complete di-

agnostics software for vehicle manufacturers, regardless

of the system supplier. 

Taking open interfaces and standards into consideration

in software architecture is thereby a matter of course.

The processes and demands in vehicle diag-
nostics differ. Individual solutions and those
adapted specifically to relevant requirements
are in focus. Bosch competently supports you
throughout the entire vehicle lifecycle with the
following services: consulting, conception, im-
plementation, service and support. For soft-
ware solutions, special emphasis is placed on
open, documented interfaces, modular design
and hardware independence. The possibility of
utilising established infrastructures and exist-
ing components is thereby taken into conside-
ration. 



Software Solutions.
Concepts covering a car’s whole service life

Latest technologies,
task-orientated and 
efficient 
Bosch develops your
software solutions and
assures professional in-
tegration in your work-
shop infrastructure. 
Contact us.

Diagnostics lifecycle concept

Vehicle diagnostics does not just start in the workshops.

In order to avoid problems in the field, relevant diagnostic

concepts must be taken into account within the frame-

work of new vehicle development. 

At the start of production (SOP), the development of

diagnostics should also be completed. For reasons of

growing overall complexity in the vehicle, some poten-

tial faults however cannot be detected until later; the

scope of diagnostic functions must then be extended

respectively. An update of all vehicles in service is not a

sensible solution. 

Therefore, a solution is chosen by which the diagnostic

functions are partitioned into onboard and offboard 

diagnosis modules. 

For new diagnostic functions, only new or modified off-

board diagnosis modules have to be generated. A soft-

ware update is only necessary for the workshop testers. 

Efficient fault diagnostics for highly complex systems is

based on guided troubleshooting with a number of

linked diagnostic functions. With the extendable diag-

nostic functions, diagnosis modules in the control units

of the vehicle are actuated by the offboard diagnosis mod-

ules in the workshop tester.

Remote and Expert Diagnosis

The expert diagnosis function means that assistance

can be offered by way of remote tester operation from

the service centre. Each test can be carried out as re-

mote diagnosis. Bosch supports you in the integration

of this function in your tester and in the workshop

process. As a supplement, the design and support of a

knowledge database is offered for the targeted and dy-

namic archiving of accumulated knowledge.

Reprogramming

The demands for the quick implementation of function

changes and extensions in motor vehicle control units

make the use of reprogramming tools necessary in

workshops. The solution from Bosch provides the possi-

bility of programming the latest software level efficient-

ly and quickly in the control unit. The standard proto-

cols used in automotive systems and maximum data

rates are thereby supported. The option of a common

hardware for diagnostics and reprogramming makes

overall solutions of this nature particularly cost effective.

Data feedback and evaluation

By means of permanent field monitoring, knowledge

can be gathered about the behaviour of components or

overall systems. At regular intervals, entries in ECU error

memories are read using the diagnosis tester. In combi-

nation with the relevant environmental conditions and

vehicle properties at the time of fault occurrence, im-

portant data feedback is provided. This can be sent to a

central server via modern network technology, for ex-

ample. Intelligent software in conjunction with a

knowledge database can help to evaluate accumulated

data and identify potentially recurring problems. This

method can be utilised both prior to the product

launch of new vehicle models to optimise the vehicle

and diagnostic software and also for monitoring vehi-

cles already in the field.
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An easy to understand system leeds you 
through the guided troubleshooting.

Isometric diagrams with assembly groups and item lists 
simplify fault finding with overall views and details.
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Profit from
worldwide service 
experience and 
accumulated tech-
nical know-how.
Contact us.



Technical Information.
Specialist knowledge for optimal service

Circuit diagrams support the localisation of faults. All information can be referred to from the 
troubleshooting instructions quickly and easily.

The central aid in the workshop are vehicle-
specific troubleshooting instructions. This in-
formation can be used on any PC and guides
service personnel efficiently to the cause of the
faults. Bosch creates troubleshooting and ser-
vice instructions specifically for you with circuit
diagrams and additional information for systems
and components.

Guided troubleshooting instructions

Due to the rising complexity in systems and a growing

number of possible fault causes, efficient and target-

orientated diagnostics is becoming more and more of a

challenge for workshop personnel. The aim in the

workshop is to quickly and correctly identify defective

components. Troubleshooting instructions provide

support both in symptom based and also fault code

oriented troubleshooting, and includes guided tests

for the respective vehicle. 

The direct comparison of specified and actual values

pinpoints faulty components precisely through a “step-

by-step“ approach. Only the utilisation of troubleshoo-

ting instructions in the workshop makes it possible to

localise, identify and repair faults in the system quickly

and efficiently. This saves time and money. 

Service information with troubleshooting instructions

for systems and components is available, among others,

for the following areas:

Gasoline injection

With the aid of detailed information, circuit diagrams

and illustrations, fault causes can be repaired system-

atically. For example, on a high pressure pump of a

gasoline direct injection system.

Diesel injection

With the competency of original equipment, workshop-

friendly troubleshooting instructions have been devel-

oped, e.g. for the diagnosis of modern diesel systems.

Electrics

With the aid of an oscilloscope and fault diagrams, devi-

ations in the actual value from the specified value can be

made evident. This serves, for example, as a means of

detecting diode and phase faults in alternators.

Safety and comfort systems

As a result of an increased level of safety and comfort

equipment and associated electronics, targeted service

information and troubleshooting instructions are also

essential here. 
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Service Tools.
Precise and tailored to your systems

Efficient service of innovative systems in motor
vehicles requires special tools for care, mainte-
nance and repair. In close cooperation with the
development departments for original equip-
ment, Bosch commences right from an early
stage with targeted and ongoing development of
the necessary service tools required in the work-
shop for components and systems. In this way,
diagnostic capability and repairs to new systems
in your workshop is assured from the beginning.

Service tools for gasoline injection

For example

• for the removal of high pressure injectors from 

gasoline direct injection systems 

• for the installation of combustion chamber seals of

high pressure injectors

Service tools for modern diesel systems

For example

• for injector backflow measurement

• for testing pressure control valves 

• for testing the low and high pressure systems

Service tools for electrical systems

For example

• for checking the output of the latest type of starter

and alternators

• for troubleshooting using test adapters for multi-

function regulators

More than 2,000 service tools are currently available to

you for the repair of gasoline and diesel injection systems,

braking systems, starters, alternators and ignition systems.

Workshop solutions for
special requirements 
Right from the development
stage of your new vehicles,
Bosch make the tools avail-
able to you for efficient ser-
vice. Contact us.
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Service Training. 
Knowledge for the success of your workshop

With the advancement of technology, the
demands on the service staff also rise. 
For the comprehensive conveyance of know-
ledge regarding modern vehicle technology,
your trainers and staff are trained in the
newest systems and components. Through
“feedback” from the field, there is a regular
update of the subjects taught. 
The training course can be carried out on site
or at one of the 37 Service Training Centers
scattered around the world. Highly qualified
trainers adapt the course contents specifi-
cally to your practical requirements.

Modern technical training courses at Bosch

Individual training concepts at the Bosch Service Training

Center convey a target orientated and professional approach

in troubleshooting and repairs. Bosch permanently invests

in the extension and improvement of training facilities.

The Service Training Center in Plochingen was opened in

2005 with the latest technical equipment.

Optimal training procedures at the Service Training

Center

• Theoretical introduction to systems

• Theory is taught in greater depth among others in the

electronic laboratory and diesel testing room 

• Practically orientated training

• Use of the most modern test equipment

• Use of mobile functional engines

• Intensive practical applications of what is learned

Your workshop personnel can be trained comprehensively

in new systems before products are launched, even before

the delivery of the first vehicle takes place. 

Knowledge for the fu-
ture of the workshop
Workshop operations
develop from the sale
and procurement of
spare parts to the diag-
nosis of networked sys-
tems and exchange of
high quality components.
The professional service
training programme from
Bosch prepares work-
shop personnel optimal-
ly for these challenges.
Contact us.
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Robert Bosch GmbH

Automotive Aftermarket

Business Unit Diagnostics

D-73207 Plochingen

Bosch – Partner to the
automotive industry
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OES – Original Equipment Service 

Individual customer diagnostic solutions and services 

are in focus of the Original Equipment Service. 

Bosch covers a wide range of workshop requirements:

• Test Equipment

• Software Solutions

• Technical Information

• Service Tools

• Service Training

Profit from our many years of worldwide service experience.

For the solution to your special operations based on

individual requirements: 

Contact us.

Your point of contact for Bosch Diagnostics OES :

Mike Lawson

Tel. + 33 1 4010 7945

Fax + 33 1 4010 7324

Email: mike.lawson@fr.bosch.com

Jürgen Nappert 

Tel. + 49 7153 666 844

Fax + 49 711 811 513 844

Email: juergen.nappert@de.bosch.com

Hans-Joachim Widmann 

Tel. + 49 721 942 2947

Fax + 49 711 811 507 3947

Email: hans-joachim.widmann@de.bosch.com

Email: sales.oes-diagnostics@de.bosch.com


